104	THREE  YEARS  OF  CALM  BEFORE  THE STORM
JAPANESE WRESTLING—SUMO STYLE
January 15, 1934
This afternoon we went to the Japanese Sumo wrestling tourna-
ment in the big arena. No form of sport that I can imagine could
be more boring. The wrestling is not at all like ours. The wrestlers
are a caste by themselves, chosen in youth for their height and then
stuffed like turkeys to make them enormously fat and heavy ; they
appear on the scene stark naked save for a loin-cloth and with tremend-
ous bulging bellies. In each match the opponents face one another,
after various lengthy ceremonial gestures, precisely like cocks in a
ring, stooping and with their fists on the floor ; they spring simultane-
ously and the stronger one almost always throws his adversary out
of the ring with one shove and the match is over. The longest match
we saw didn't last more than ten or fifteen seconds. When any part
of the body touches the floor outside the small ring the bout is finished.
There is no rolling on the floor, merely shoving. There are said to
be forty-eight different holds.
But the ludicrous element is that when the bout is called and
the wrestlers crouch for the spring, they survey each other for a
few seconds and then, generally six or eight times or more, they
rise and saunter out of the ring, swabbing themselves and drink-
ing water as if they had undergone tremendous exertion ; they
then throw a handful of salt into the ring and repeat the same per-
formance. Thus the spectators have to wait for ten or fifteen minutes
for a few seconds of actual combat.
I am told that the purpose of the repeated failures to spring is
that each combatant desires to hypnotize the other by simply glaring
at him and by keeping him waiting as long as possible before the
actual fight. Once in a while one of them actually barks at the
other* Sometimes, also, one. will spring while the other remains
crouching, constituting a false start and a repetition of the process.
It is entirely ludicrous. But these wrestlers are the idols of the public ;
there were, I should say, well over a thousand spectators in the arena,
camped there for the day with their hibachis for warmth and food.
The papers report every match, and the champions rival Babe Ruth
in public estimation, especially the fattest ones. The sport is carried
on as a Shinto rite, a priest being in the ring for every bout and
striking a dramatic attitude when the contestants crouch ; the
throwing of salt is also part of the rite, and the announcer of each
match carries a fan and declaims in a high sort of chant. We were
glad to have seen it, once.
WHEN JAPAN SUSPECTED LINDBERGH
January 16, 1934
The press during the past few days has been full of Admiral
Suetsugu's article in the magazine Gendd, a pretty jingoistic utter-

